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 Purpose 

 Program Contact Information for Title I, Part A 

 Overview of Changes 

 Participating Public Schools 

 Methodology for Determining Participating Public Schools 

 Participating Private Schools 

 Budget-District Set-Asides 

 Public School Allocations 

 Budget-Public Schools 

 Public School Program Description 

 Family and Community Engagement 

 Homeless Students and Youth 

 Equitable Services for Private School Students 

 Related Documents 
 

 Provide information about changes under Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) that affect the 

Consolidated Grant Application (CGA) and use of Title I, Part A funds. 

 Provide information about changes to the Title I, Part A 2017-2018 CGA pages in eGrants. 

 Provide guidance on completing the Title I, Part A CGA pages in eGrants. 

 Program Managers:  Ted Jarrell, 735-4076 and John Hulse, 735-4100 

 Contact Information:  ted.jarrell@doe.k12.de.us or john.hulse@doe.k12.de.us 

 Two pages were removed because they were redundant with other pages: 

 LEA Set-Asides; and 

 District Set-Asides and Overview. 

 Many pages were renamed for clarity. 

 Pages were reordered to improve flow. 

 Content and functionality of many pages was revised. 

mailto:ted.jarrell@doe.k12.de.us
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 Separate budget pages were created for school- and district-level budgeting. 

 Custom warning and error messages were added to reduce the number of issues requiring 

revision. 

 All changes were made with the intention of simplifying and improving the flow of the grant 

completion process. 
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Below is a screen shot of the page.  On the next two pages, information is provided about completion of the circled columns. 
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Data Entry Columns 

Column Name Entry Instructions Potential Messages* 

Service Type Service Type refers to a school’s status related to Title I 

eligibility/status.  Use the down arrow to select the correct 

choice for the school.   

 

There are four possibilities: 

 Not Eligible 

 Schoolwide 

 Target Assistance 

 Eligible But Not Receiving Services. 
 

Single school LEAs must choose either “Schoolwide” or 

“Targeted Assistance” for their school. 

Warnings: 

 If you choose not to serve a school with 75% poverty or 
higher. 

 If you choose not to serve an eligible school that has a 
higher poverty rate than a served school. 

 

Errors: 

 If you choose “Not Eligible” for an eligible school. 

 If you choose “Schoolwide” or “Targeted Assistance” for 
an ineligible school. 

Public Enrollment This column refers to the total enrollment in the public 

schools. 

 This column will be prepopulated with data from the 
previous September 30 count. 

 Users have the option to provide their own data for this 
column. 

 Users with new schools, closed schools, or changed 
feeder patterns of existing schools must enter LEA-
provided data in this column. 

None. 

Public Low Income This column refers to the number of low income students in 

the public schools. 

 This column will be prepopulated with data from the 
previous September 30 count. 

 Users have the option to provide their own data for this 
column. 

 Users with new schools, closed schools, or changed 
feeder patterns of existing schools must enter LEA-
provided data in this column. 

None. 
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Column Name Entry Instructions Potential Messages* 

Nonpublic Low 

Income 

This is a user provided column. 

 Enter the number of low-income students from 
participating private schools that live in the feeder of 
any served public school. 

 Do not enter a number for non-served schools. 

 The data are used to calculate equitable share for 
participating private schools. 

 This column does not apply to charter schools or 
vocational schools. 

None. 

Per Pupil Allocation 

(PPA) Category 

This is a user provided column. 

 Use this column only if you intend to serve schools with 
different PPAs, otherwise leave the column blank. 

 Enter numbers to group schools into PPA categories 
(e.g., for all schools in the first PPA category enter a 1, 
for all schools in the second PPA category enter a 2, 
etc.). 

 This column does not apply to single school LEAs. 

 

*Warnings are for informational purposes but still allow the user to submit the CGA.  Errors must be resolved before the user can submit the CGA. 
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In the box under each question is guidance text about responding to the question. 

1. Indicate the source of data that was used to determine the Title I eligibility status of the LEA's schools.  

Notes:  

 The LEA must use the same data source for all schools.  

 LEAs must use LEA-provided data if the school feeder pattern of schools has been changed, a new school(s) has opened, or a previous 

school(s) has been closed. 

 

-provided % DHSS poverty data 

-provided data, such as: feeder pattern changes, census data, FRPL, Direct Certification, TANF, Medicaid, or a composite of poverty 

measures. 

 

Select the option that aligns with how you completed the Participating Public Schools page.  If you used the data supplied by DDOE, choose 

DDOE-provided data.  Remember if you had feeder pattern changes, you must use LEA-provided data. 

 

2. If the LEA-provided data was used, please explain why this method was chosen and how the poverty data was obtained. 

Enter “NA” if you used DDOE data.   

 

Otherwise, explain your reason for using LEA data and describe the data source and how it was obtained. 
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3. This question should only be completed by LEAs with more than one school.  

Describe the methodology used to determine the per-pupil allocation (PPA) for each participating Title I school.  

Notes:  

 LEAs have discretion to determine the PPA for each participating school; however, there are two things LEAs should bear in mind: 

 First, according to U.S. Department of Education (US ED) guidance, the PPA must be large enough to provide a reasonable assurance 

that a school can operate a Title I program of sufficient quality to achieve that purpose. 

 Second, an LEA is not required to allocate the same PPA to each school; however, the LEA must allocate a higher PPA to schools with 

higher poverty rates than it allocates to schools with lower poverty rates. 

 LEAs with an enrollment of less than 1,000 or LEAs with only one school per grade span are not required to allocate funds to schools in 

rank order. 

Single school LEAs should enter “NA” for this question.   

 

Otherwise, describe how you determined your PPA.  If you used different PPAs for different schools, describe how you determined the PPAs. 

 

4. This question should only be completed by LEAs with more than one school. 

If the LEA has a Title I school(s) with a poverty rate of 75% and above based on the data source chosen above that it is not serving, please 

provide a brief explanation as to:  

a) Why the school was skipped and how the school meets the comparability requirements; and  

b) How the skipped school is receiving supplemental funds from other state and local sources that either meets or exceeds the amount that 

would have been provided with Title I, Part A funds AND is being spent in accordance with the Targeted Assistance or Schoolwide 

program requirements. 

Single school LEAs, LEAs with no schools with 75% poverty or higher, and LEAs that are serving all schools with 75% poverty or higher should 

enter “NA” for this question.   

 

Otherwise, explain why the school(s) was not served and how the school is receiving supplemental funds from other state and local sources 

that either meets or exceeds the amount that would have been provided with Title I, Part A funds AND is being spent in accordance with the 

Targeted Assistance or Schoolwide program requirements. 
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5. This question should only be completed by LEAs with more than one school. 

If the LEA is electing not to serve any other eligible schools that have a higher percentage of children from low-income families than the schools 

that are being served, please provide a brief explanation as to:  

a) Why the school was skipped and how the school meets the comparability requirements; and  

b) How the skipped school is receiving supplemental funds from other state and local sources that either meets or exceeds the amount that 

would have been provided with Title I, Part A funds AND is being spent in accordance with the Targeted Assistance or Schoolwide 

program requirements. 

Single school LEAs and LEAs with no skipped schools should enter “NA” for this question.   

 

Otherwise, explain why the school(s) was not served and how the school is receiving supplemental funds from other state and local sources 

that either meets or exceeds the amount that would have been provided with Title I, Part A funds AND is being spent in accordance with the 

Targeted Assistance or Schoolwide program requirements. 
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Vocational districts, charter schools, and districts with no participating private schools should skip this page.  On the next page, information is 

provided about completion of the circled columns. 
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Data Entry Columns 

Column Name Entry Instructions Potential Messages* 

School  Use the dropdown box to select any private school from 
the list that is participating in the Title I program or that 
you would like to list because they were contacted. 

 If you have more than one private school to include, you 
can add additional rows by clicking on the “Add Row” 
link. 

None. 

Status For each school added in the School column, select a 

status from the dropdown list. 

 

There are two possibilities: 

 Participating Private School 

 Non-Participating Private School. 
 

Please note:  It is only required that the LEA report the 

participating private schools on this page.  An LEA may 

optionally choose to report non-participating schools.  For 

example, an LEA might report a non-participating school 

indicating that the school was contacted and had eligible 

students but chose not to participate. 

None. 

# Low Income  Enter the number of low-income students attending the 
private school who reside in the feeder area of a Title I 
participating public school and would have attended 
that public school based on his or her grade level. 

Errors: 

 If the total low income on this page does not match with 
the total Nonpublic Low Income for Title I served 
schools on the Participating Public Schools page. 

*Warnings are for informational purposes but still allow the user to submit the CGA.  Errors must be resolved before the user can submit the CGA. 
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This page should be used to enter budgeted items for the following situations: 

Districts 

 All required LEA set-asides, such as: 

 Funds for homeless students 

 Funds for equitable services for participating private schools 

 Include one budgeted item for instruction and professional development for participating private schools. 

 Include one budgeted item for parent and family engagement for participating private schools. 

 If the LEA is reserving funds for district-level adminstration of the program for participating private schools, include one budgeted 

item for administration of the program. 

 Funds for parental and family engagement (for LEAs with an allocation over $500,000) 

 Include at least one budgeted item indicating the total amount of funds set aside for participating Title I schools for parental and 

family engagement.  (Note: it is not required to indicate how much is allocated to each participating school, but LEAs may do so if 

they choose.) 

 If the LEA is setting aside funds for district-level activities for parental and family engagement, include at least one budgeted item 

indicating the total amount of funds set aside for such activities. 

 Any optional LEA set-asides, such as: 

 Administration of the Title I, Part A program including staffing, supplies and materials, and indirect costs 

 Instruction for K-12 

 Professional development for K-12 

 Instruction for Pre-K 

 Professional development for Pre-K 

Charters 

 All required LEA set-asides, such as: 

 Funds for homeless students 

 Funds for parental and family engagement (for LEAs with an allocation over $500,000) 

 Include at least one budgeted item indicating the total amount of funds set aside for participating Title I schools for parental and 

family engagement.  (Note: it is not required to indicate how much is allocated to each participating school, but LEAs may do so if 

they choose.) 

 If the LEA is setting aside funds for district-level activities for parental and family engagement, include at least one budgeted item 

indicating the total amount of funds set aside for such activities. 
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 Any optional LEA set-asides, such as: 

 Administration of the Title I, Part A program including staffing, supplies and materials, and indirect costs 

 Instruction for K-12 

 Professional development for K-12 

 Instruction for Pre-K 

 Professional develiopment for Pre-K 

 All school-level budgeted items.  (Note: charter schools should budget all of their funds using this page.  Charter schools should not use 

the Budget-Public Schools page.) 

 

Potential Messages* 

Errors: 

 If the LEA allocation is over $500,000 and the budgeted items for parental 
and family engagement total less than 1% of the total LEA allocation. 

 If there are no homeless budget items. 

 If the equitable services budgeted items total less than the required amount. 

 

*Warnings are for informational purposes but still allow the user to submit the CGA.  Errors must be resolved before the user can submit the CGA. 
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This page should be used by districts only.  Charters should not use this page.  The page should be used to allocate funds to participating public 

schools.  On the next page, information is provided about completion of the circled column.   
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Data Entry Column 

Column Name Entry Instructions Potential Messages* 

Per-Pupil Allocation 

(PPA) 
 Enter the PPA for each school. 

 If you created PPA categories on the Participating 
Public Schools page: 

 You should enter the same PPA within a category; 
and 

 You should enter different PPAs across different 
categories. 

Errors 

 If the Remaining amount under the Allocation column 
(Column F) is not zero. 

 If any school PPA is zero and the school is not a 
charter. 

 If any school has a poverty rate of 75% or greater and 
another school with a poverty rate less than 75% has a 
higher PPA. 

 If any two schools have a poverty rate of 75% or 
greater, the two schools have different poverty rates 
and the school with the lower poverty rate has a higher 
PPA. 

 If any two schools are in the same PPA category but 
have different PPAs. 

*Warnings are for informational purposes but still allow the user to submit the CGA.  Errors must be resolved before the user can submit the CGA. 
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This page should be used by districts only.  Charter schools should not use this page.  The page should be used to enter budgeted items for 

participating public schools. 

Budgeted items for schools may only be in the following funding descriptions: 

 Instruction for K-12 

 Professional development for K-12 

 

Potential Messages* 

Errors: 

 If the total of budgeted items for a school is not equal to the school 
allocation in the Public School Allocations page. 

 If any budgeted item is in a funding description other than Instruction for K-
12 or professional development K-12. 

*Warnings are for informational purposes but still allow the user to submit the CGA.  Errors must be resolved before the user can submit the CGA. 
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In the box under each question is guidance text about responding to the question. 

1. Provide a general description of the different types of services that will be provided in the LEA's Title I Schoolwide school(s) as part 

of the Schoolwide program.  Note: The budgeted items should align with the program description. 

If the LEA has no schoolwide schools, enter “NA” for this question.   

 

Otherwise, enter a general description of the services that will be provided to support students in the school(s).  Although the LEA may list 

services that are not supported by Title I funds, at least some of the described services should align with the items from the LEA and school 

budgets. 

 

2. Provide a general description of the different types of services that will be provided in the LEA's Title I Targeted Assistance school(s) 

as part of the Targeted Assistance.  Note: The budgeted items should align with the program description. 

If the LEA has no targeted assistance schools, enter “NA” for this question.   

 

Otherwise, enter a general description of the services that will be provided to support students in the school(s).  The described services should 

align with the budgeted items from the LEA and school budgets. 
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In the box under each question is guidance text about responding to the question. 

 

1. Describe how parents are involved in the decisions regarding how funds reserved for parent and family engagement are allotted for 

parental involvement activities at the LEA level and the school level for Title I schools [Section 1116(a)(3)(B)].   

Under Title I, Part A, the LEA must have a process for involving parents in decisions about how Title I funds are used to support parental and 

family engagement at the LEA and school levels.  Describe the LEA’s process for involving parents as well as how parents were actually 

involved in the process. 

 

2. In regard to parent and family engagement policy and school-parent compact development 

(a) Describe how the LEA develops jointly with, and in agreement, with parents and family members of participating children a written 

LEA-level parent and family engagement policy that meets the requirements of Section 1116(a)(2)(A-F).   

(b) Describe how the LEA ensures that each Title I school develops jointly with and in agreement with parents and family members of 

participating children a written school-level parent and family engagement policy that meets the requirements of Section 1116(b)(1).  Note: 

As specified in Section 1116(b)(2), schools may adopt the LEA policy as long as the LEA policy is amended to include the school-level 

provisions outlined in Section 1116(b-f).  These additional provisions must be included in the policy for LEAs with only one school. 

(c) Describe how the LEA ensures that each Title I school develops jointly with parents and family members of participating children a 

written school-parent compact that meets the requirements of Section 1116(d)(1-2).  

Under Title I, Part A, the LEA must have a process for involving parents and other family members in the development of the following: 

 LEA-level parent and family engagement policy 

 School-level parent and family engagement policy(s) 

 School-parent compact(s) 
 

Describe the LEA’s process for involving parents and other family members in the development of each of the documents listed above.  Also, 

include how parents and other family members were actually involved in the development.  An LEA may have a single combined LEA/school 

parent and family engagement policy as long as the single policy meets both LEA-level and school-level requirements. 
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3. In regard to parent and family engagement policy and school-parent compact distribution 

(a) Describe how the LEA distributes the written LEA-level parent and family engagement policy to parents and family members of 

participating children [Section 1116(a)(2)]. 

(b) Describe how the LEA ensures that each Title I school distributes the written school-level parent and family engagement policy to 

parents and family members of participating children [Section 1116(b)(1)].    

(c) Describe how the LEA ensures that each Title I school distributes the school-parent compact to parents and family members of 

participating children [Section 1116(b)(1)]. 

Under Title I, Part A, the LEA must have a process for distributing to parents and other family members the following: 

 LEA-level parent and family engagement policy 

 School-level parent and family engagement policy(s) 

 School-parent compact(s) 
 

Describe the LEA’s process distributing each of the above documents to parents and other family members.  Distribution methods can include 

but should not be limited to inclusion on LEA and school websites. 

 

4. In regard to LEA-level parent and family engagement policy evaluation 

(a) Describe how the LEA conducts, with the meaningful involvement of parents, an annual evaluation of the content and effectiveness of 

the LEA-level parent and family engagement policy in improving the academic quality of all schools served that meets the requirements of 

Section 1116(a)(2)(D)(i-iii). 

(b) Describe how the LEA will use the findings of such evaluation to design evidence-based strategies for more effective parental 

involvement, and to revise, if necessary, the LEA-level parent and family engagement policy [Section 1116(a)(3)(B)]. 

Under Title I, Part A, the LEA must have a process for the following: 

 Involving parents in an annual evaluation of the content and effectiveness of the LEA-level parent and family engagement policy 

 Using the findings of the evaluation to design evidence-based strategies for more effective parental involvement 
 

Describe the LEA’s process for involving parents in the annual evaluation of the policy as well as how parents were actually involved in the 

process.  Also, describe how the LEA takes the results of the annual evaluation into account to design evidence-based strategies for more 

effective parental involvement, and to revise, if necessary, the LEA-level parent and family engagement policy. 
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In the box under each question is guidance text about responding to the question. 

1. LEA Title I Plans must demonstrate compliance with the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act and coordination with the 

district's Homeless Education program. Title I, Part A - Sec. 1112(b)(6). Therefore, the LEA's Homeless Liaison is an essential part of 

the planning team. Certify that the LEA's Homeless Liaison was a part of the Title I planning team by indicating their name in the box 

below. 

Enter the name of the LEA Homeless liaison. 

 

Instructional and Related Service Needs  

LEAs must provide services for homeless children who do not attend participating Title I schools and to supplement Title I schools, including 

providing educationally related support services to children in shelters.  The services must be comparable to those provided to children in Title I 

schools.  Title I funds may be used to remove barriers that prevent regular attendance or provide additional support, such as tutorial, before and 

after school and/or summer school programs, in addition to other services.  Title I funds may be used to meet basic needs of students 

experiencing homelessness (clothing, supplies, health), so that they may participate more fully in school.  There must be at least 1 corresponding 

budget line item in the budget page. 

 

2. Indicate the method that was used to determine the amount of Title I, Part A funds that have been reserved for instructional and 

related service needs only. 

 

 students and multiply by the Title I, Part A per-pupil allocation. 

-Vento subgrant request. 

level or total Title I, Part A allocation. 

 

Indicate which of the four methods was used to determine the amount of Title I, Part A funds that have been reserved for instructional and 

related service needs of homeless students only. 

 

3. Approximately how many homeless students and youth will these funds support? 

Indicate the number of homeless students and youth that will be served by the Title I, Part A funds that are reserved for supporting homeless 

students. 
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4. Approximately how many homeless students and youth are served by the LEA? 

Indicate the number of homeless students and youth that will be served by the LEA regardless of the funding source. 

 

Transportation and Liaison Salary  

In accordance with the authority granted in the 2014 Consolidated Appropriations Act, LEAs may also reserve additional funds to pay for the salary 

of a homeless liaison and/or transport homeless students and youth to their school of origin.  The Title I set-aside for homeless transportation is to 

fund supplemental transportation for homeless students.  For example, if you charge students for summer school transportation, you could use 

these funds to cover the cost of homeless students who need to attend summer school.  LEAs cannot use the Title I funds for their 10% portion.  

The 10% must be provided for all students regardless of the availability of Title I funds, so it would be supplanting to use Title I funds for that 

purpose.  If funds are being set aside, this page must have at least 1 corresponding budget line item. 

 

5. How was the amount of Title I, Part A funds reserved for transportation determined? 

If no funds were reserved for transportation, enter “NA” for this question.  Otherwise, indicate how the amount of Title I, Part A funds that were 

reserved for transportation of homeless students was determined.   

 

6. Approximately how many students will be served with the Title I, Part A funds for transportation? 

Indicate the number of homeless students and youth that will be provided transportation using the reserved funds. 

 

7. List the projected types of services that the liaison will provide with what is in proportion to the percentage of the salary paid with 

Title I, Part A funds. 

If no funds were reserved for the liaison salary, enter “NA” for this question.  Otherwise, indicate the projected services that the liaison will 

provide. 

 

8. Approximately how many students will the liaison serve proportionate to the percentage of their salary paid with Title I, Part A 

funds? 

Indicate the number of homeless students and youth that will be provided services by the liaison using the reserved funds. 
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Vocational districts and charter schools should skip this section.  Feeder districts must complete this section even if the district has no participating 

private schools. 

In the box under each question is guidance text about responding to the question. 

 

1. Describe the LEA's process for notifying non-profit private schools of their eligibility to participate. 

Districts should have a process in place to notify private schools of their eligibility to participate in the Title I, Part A program.  Districts should 

annually notify any private school if the district has reason to believe there may be children who reside within the district that attend the private 

school.  The private school does not have to be located in the district’s boundaries or even within the boundaries of the State of Delaware. 

 

Please describe the process the district uses to notify private schools.   

 

2. Describe the LEA's process for consulting with private school officials to design, implement, and evaluate programs for eligible 

private school students, staff, and their families [Section 1117(a)(1)(A)]. 

Districts should have a process in place to consult with private school officials to design, implement, and evaluate programs for eligible private 

school students, staff, and their families even if there are no participating schools in a particular year.   

 

Please describe the process the district uses to consult with private school officials.   

 

3. Describe the LEA's process for ensuring that the initial consultation occurs before any decisions are made that affect the 

opportunities of eligible private school students [Section 1117(b)(3)]. 

Districts should have a process in place to ensure that initial consultation with private school officials occurs before any decisions are made that 

affect the opportunities of eligible private school students.  This generally can be interpreted as a process that allows sufficient time for 

meaningful consultation before the start of the school year. 

 

Please describe the process the district uses to ensure timely consultation with private school officials.   

 

4. Describe who will provide services to eligible private school students, staff, and their families for each eligible Title I [Section 

1117(b)(1)(C)]. 

If the district has no participating schools, please enter “NA” for this question. 

 

Otherwise, indicate who will provide services.   
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5. Describe the types of services that will be provided to eligible private school students, staff, and their families [Section 

1117(b)(1)(B)]. 

If the district has no participating schools, please enter “NA” for this question. 

 

Otherwise, indicate the types of services that will be provided.   

 

6. Describe how the LEA ensures that the services are equitable in comparison to the services provided to public school students, 

staff, and families, and are provided in a timely manner, are secular, neutral, and non-ideological [Section 1117(a)(2-3)]. 

If the district has no participating schools, please enter “NA” for this question. 

 

Otherwise, indicate how the district ensures that the services are equitable in comparison to the services provided to public school students, 

staff, and families, and are provided in a timely manner, are secular, neutral, and non-ideological.   

 

7. Describe the process the LEA uses to academically assess the services to eligible private school students, staff, and their families 

and how the results of that assessment will be used to improve those services [Section 1117(b)(1)(B)]. 

If the district has no participating schools, please enter “NA” for this question. 

 

Otherwise, indicate how the district will assess the eligible private school students, staff, and their families and how the results of that 

assessment will be used to improve those services.   

 

8. Describe the LEA's process for ensuring that allowable materials, equipment, and/or property are purchased and properly 

maintained and accounted for by the LEA [Section 1117(d)(1)]. 

If the district has no participating schools, please enter “NA” for this question. 

 

Otherwise, indicate how the district will ensure that allowable materials, equipment, and/or property are purchased, properly maintained, and 

accounted for by the LEA.   
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9. Describe the criteria the LEA used to determine which private school students will receive equitable services. If the LEA is pooling 

funds among schools, the LEA must describe which schools are participating in the pool and the criteria used to determine which 

private school students will receive equitable services in the pool. 

(a) To the extent appropriate, your described process should select private school children who are failing, or most at risk of 
failing, to meet high student academic achievement standards. [Section 1115(c)]. 

(b) Your response should clearly state that poverty is not a criterion for services [Section 1115(c)(1)(B)]. 

If the district has no participating schools, please enter “NA” for this question. 

 

Otherwise, indicate what academic criteria the district will use to identify which private school students will receive equitable services.   
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This page contains an attached spreadsheet that should be completed by any district with participating private schools.  The spreadsheet is used 

to determine the amount of funds that should be reserved for equitable services.  

You will need to enter the following three numbers into the spreadsheet: 

 The total number of low-income students in participating public schools – the number can be found on the Public School Allocations page 

at the bottom of column C. 

 The total number of low-income students in participating private schools – the number can be found on the Participating Public Schools 

page at the bottom of column F. 

 Total allocation – the amount can be found on the Budget Overview page to the right of where it says Adjusted Allocation. 

You may optionally add a reservation for administration costs of the equitable service program. 

After completing the spreadsheet, please upload your completed version to this page. 


